THE NEAR PERFECT ATO CRIME
called a QDPP plea-bargain to gain automatic Police protection to trick, cheat and deceive 14
Judges (7 S. Court) under the leadership of Chief Justice Paul deJersey.
The CBA behind closed doors blackmailed our ex-QDPP MOB Barrister Davida Williams who
had forged our HEHS manager Gary Armstrong's signature to cheat the NAB for $198,000 as part
of her 6 bank $1.3million scams. Therefore Davida was forced to confess to me (i) how she
became a forger and fraudster, only to be tricked and ordered by Grahame Ledwidge (credit
manager for the CBA) to trick the Justice Minister, then Rod Welford into giving Davida a pardon.
(ii) The condition was, she paid back all the stolen money; (iii) then hid the illegal CBA loan that
allowed the $4.4million 'Site Solutions' scam. This caused the ATO estimated loss for
$460,311.30 for our HEHS superfund tax return. Thanks to the Premier's Community Cabinet
direction, to find the solution to this fraudulent QDPP pardon, Welford apologised and after 2yrs
had the pardon revoked. This allowed the Qld Police admin to instruct me to set out this case to
lay criminal charges. Welford then resigned as Justice Minister. Under Supreme Court (i)
MacKenzie's mediation order, (ii) White's failed CBA disclosure order, (iii) Byrne's 5yr gaol term
warning to use this 3 step procedure to prove guilt:15-07-2011

S

TEP 1/ The Police Minister Judy Spence and Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson had the Police Risk
Management Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan
apologise and resign for trying to put me into prison
3 times to create a diversion, (as a criminal / child
molester) I could not be trusted as a previous Crown
prison reform consultant, primary witness and
official agent / director for our HEHS superfund
victims to set out this case as ordered to lay
criminal charges.

S

TEP 2/ Under the QLS law reform direction as we
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proved we are completely innocent of all charges,
we were given the Crown task to prove this CBA
led cartel guilt.

S

TEP 3/ The need to explain how the now Police
Assistant Commissioner Peter Martin (PESC) was
tricked, cheated and deceived into illegally closing
this Crown / ATO case.

JUSTICE

EARN

CHECK WEAPON AND INVOICE

WHY RACKETERING CHARGES MUST BE LAID!
1. A/ Teamwork is the obvious solution:- You need to call in as many criminology, Police
psychology, civil engineering, EPA / town planning experts, insurance assessors and brokers,
tax agents and accountants as you require, but as the key pivotal point by law the Prime
Minister, State Premier's, Justice and Police Ministers, in particular Police Commissioner Bob
Atkinson with the aid of his 4 key Police Assistant Commissioner's on this case with the
support of Police admin, union and media will confirm as the QLS put it “As the obvious.”
B/ 99% of QDPP and Police staff are honest, but you cannot and will never completely stamp
out organised crime, there will always be at least 1% of staff who will accept kickbacks and
bribes (brown paper bag style dealings) if offered, if they think they are protected by the Crown.
As the Assistant Commissioner Ian Stewart asked of me “Isn't kickbacks and bribes the
way business is done?” They therefore cross the Police Risk Management line and become
a 'crime cartel'.
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We were told by at least 6 Solicitors where the Qld Bar Association 'whistleblower' proved
guilt by stating “Not one Queensland Barrister will defend your case, etc.” Due to the fact
that most public servants cannot live with the ongoing fear of more bikie style in-home
invasions and nun-chucker attacks. Where the Police Risk Management via Insp. Ray Loader
said quote “If you had paid the $200,000 or given 2 blocks of land the Head Contractor
would have stopped trying to beat you up, etc.” With his threat “Better you had paid.”
(TBC)
C/ As the QLS law reform consultant Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan put it “This is the best
case for law reform.” To mean, to upgrade the law to make it easier to smash organised
crime. To understand our area of expertise called simulation (to copy a product and make it
better). Having started my business career in a testing lab where every aspect is tested to the
full in line with the SAA rules and regulations we learnt to go further than the 3 step procedure.
We can prove the CBA led crime cartel is guilty at least 20 ways. As Davida explained her
reason for confessing her guilt as proof stating “You suffer from information overload.”
Therefore the QLS directed “You must prove abandonment is fraud.” The Qld Police act
as both agents for the Crown / ATO and you the general public who need superfund protection
for your retirement at all costs. I will not fail you.*** The ATO have quoted the law where it is
my responsibility to ensure my tax returns are filed but I do believe that it is standard ATO
procedure that the ATO must direct the CMC, LSC, ASIC, ACCC and APRA to follow the
standard Crown law procedure to assist the accountants who live in fear of organised crime
and have reported the CIB informed them on supplying his 'damages confession' to in brief
“Keep your mouth shut,” in a similar fashion where the ATO Supreme Court witness and
Crown consultant Tony Coburn offered support only to be told by his boss, quote “To keep out
of it.” As a result therefore after 10yrs of ATO abandonment there is a need to reform Crown
law to the 3 step procedure, to create the law of association, accession and abandonment,
again in line with the QLS law reform correction and the obvious inclusion of the International
RICO Act.
2. A/ Under Supreme Court ordered mediation and the Brisbane / HP Magistrate Court
Registrars request for this quote 'technical device' to expose the bank's liability where for
40yrs of AAA+ service the bank scam started with one key mistake, to give me an illegal
incomplete loan that opened the door to the 'Site Solutions' scam. The bank's attitude
changed immediately. I will explain Ledwidge's mistakes, confessions of guilt and obvious
stupidity. (i) “We never said we do not make mistakes, you should have known.”
Therefore we support the official CBA Loans and Relationship Manager James Pitman's
Rescue Management plan. The model is to understand when faced with a bank mistake and to
be told in brief, if you want the loan do as the loan reads. As a technical device if we could
not fix the bank loan then the obvious solution was to bypass the bank mistake and give the
profit of our superfund directly to the HEHS superfund beneficiaries which worked out on
average at $125,000 based on selling the land without title and deposit as directed at a 'fire
sale' price which was officially agreed to by James Pitman but totally stuffed up more than
once by the obvious stupidity of Grahame Ledwidge. (ii) As Grahame Ledwidge put it as his
excuse “I work for the shareholders profit and the top end of town.” The need therefore,
to take the advice of the court Registrars and study the Vexatious Litigants, Fair Trading and
CMC Acts where the QLS advised Ledwidge said to “Rip up the contracts or I will close
your bank accounts apart from a small housing loan.” Where the QLS advised Ledwidge
should have said “Redraft the contracts, have the new contracts signed and then rip up
the old contracts.” (iii) The key CBA damage was done when Supreme Court Judge
Margaret White requested disclosure to the bank payment of $25,000 in admitting liability
where Ledwidge wrote “The bank does not give disclosure to bank business.” The CBA
via Davida was able to ensure our Rescue Management plan was abandoned. The civil
engineer's report by John Koek was ignored by Ledwidge after Ledwidge acknowledged the
problem lay with our previous project engineer Greg Henwood where the initial project was
costed but where extras were being paid out at up to 300% over cost. Greg Henwood
confessed guilt as part of the 'Site Solutions' scam but again Davida was able to hide the
insurance assessor and insurance broker detail to the EPA Section 32 liquidation model or
$10,000 test case model ignored by Supreme Court Judge John Muir in falsely liquidating our
$4.4million 22 block subdivision over a $10,000 Police, BCC site inspector and EPA Section
32 test case.
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This can be confirmed with the perjury in Case 422/2000-2 that led to the obvious concern of
the smart Bne and HP Magistrate Court Registrars request for this ‘technical device’.
B/ Just like then Lord Mayor Campbell Newman immediately saw the solution came in a
further Courier Mail press release to provide detail as to how to lay further charges,
Newman was not prepared to override or bypass the BCC Solicitor Geoff Evans whose
method in abandoning this case was identical to the ATO tax office, to call security and have
us thrown out of the building on a regular basis.***
3. A/ It has now come, I believe to the close of this case. In summing up we have proved without
doubt the 14 Judges and more have been tricked, cheated and deceived. This proves 14
cases of contempt of court and at the very least it proves the CBA led cartel are low life filth
and scum who have done all within their power to have me charged for theft and child
molestation to try and prevent the possibility that Channel 7 TV may present this case as part
of their news segment. So you must answer this question; why do I keep telling the truth? If I
was not telling the truth, then I put it to you as the CBA have had a team of private Detectives
working for them to gain as much information as they can to blacken my good name. Then if
we are not telling the truth why hasn't the CBA or their agents charged me with slander and
defamation? Why do you continue to refuse to study the court transcripts, in particular Case
422/2000-2 Holland Park Magistrate Court that proves perjury in line with the laundered
money trail and the involvement of the 4th Solicitor, trading as James Conomos as the only
Solicitor prepared to run the 'Site Solutions' scam. He threatened but failed to sue me as
QLS proof his abandonment is fraud in line with the Commonwealth Bank. Refer bank
Solicitors Clarke and Kann Supreme Court Affidavit 4461/2001 as further proof.
B/ What the CBA crime cartel has been able to achieve is called a stalemate, as the Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson put it to me “Is it worth all the trouble? Etc.” YES IT IS! (i) This
Police Risk Management cartel must immediately be renamed and identified as a Police
Rescue Management team to initially explain the Vexatious Litigants Act that led Police Area
Commander's like Supt. Steve Pettinger to delay this case for 4yrs as confirmed by the ASIC
investigator Helen Armfield Brisbane office, on Pettinger's understanding, quote “That this is
a civil matter outside the control of the Queensland Police.” (ii) The fact that 14 Judges
were tricked, cheated and deceived came about by the failure of arbitration in Engineering
House Brisbane. The Arbitrator who specialised in civil engineering just took it for granted that
as Davida had worked for the QDPP and the Crown that he would be guided by her legal
seniority and expertise. As it turned out, Davida was a confessed forger, fraudster and now
felon who was only given a 6mth gaol term as a political decision, to amend the fraudulent
plea-bargaining scam. This was to ensure Davida kept her mouth shut and did not expose that
she acted as a MOB Barrister and with her expertise most of the crimes she was involved in
have been covered up. Our case is the best example. (iii) The new ASIC investigator, Perth
office, asked the obvious question “But who stole your money?” The way this case has
evolved is not your normal case. Until you realise this fact, until someone has trained you in
the way of trickery and deceit, you too are a victim just like Chief Justice Paul deJersey.
Again the solution is teamwork, the need for me to set aside this Police Minister requested
$million budget. The answer comes with the bank valuation by law and to understand our 'fire
sale' bypass to the superfund beneficiaries. Hence the necessity of a basic understanding of
mathematics. By law, stupidity is not a form of defence. If you cannot understand the
intelligence of the Area Commander of Police John Hopgood in giving me the CIB Det. Mark
Hughes to set out this case, to gain the Premier's solution to use his Community Cabinet
Ministers then you have failed in your duty to uphold the law. I agree with the smart Supreme
Court Judge John Byrne's minimum penalty for this crime is

A 5YR GAOL TERM.
I WILL NOT LET SUPERFUND VICTIMS DOWN.
Again I repeat,

To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
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